Verb comprehension in frontotemporal degeneration: the role of grammatical, semantic and executive components.
Verb comprehension has been associated with the left frontal cortex, but assessments of verb comprehension in frontotemporal degeneration (FTD) have been rare. This study assessed word-picture matching for verbs and nouns under two conditions: alone (baseline) and during concurrent performance of a secondary task. In addition, we correlated FTD patients' verb comprehension with their performance on measures of executive resources and language. We found that FTD patients were significantly less accurate and required significantly longer to make word-picture matching decisions about verbs compared with nouns at baseline. During concurrent performance of a secondary task, accuracy decreased and response latencies became prolonged for nouns to the point that these measures equaled the performance with verbs at baseline. Verb comprehension accuracy was significantly correlated with the performance on executive measures such as category naming fluency, the Stroop test, and the Trail Making Test Part B (Trails B test). Assessment of FTD patient subgroups revealed distinct profiles of performance, suggesting that several factors contribute to verb comprehension in FTD. Verb comprehension in FTD patients with a dysexecutive syndrome (EXEC, n = 10) was sensitive to concurrent performance of a secondary task, and their verb comprehension accuracy correlated with the time required to complete executive measures such as the Stroop test and the Trails B test. This suggested a relationship between impaired verb comprehension and limited information-processing speed in EXEC patients. Verb comprehension in patients with a progressive non-fluent aphasia (PNFA, n = 7) was not selectively influenced by executive resources. Instead, verb comprehension accuracy in PNFA was significantly correlated with sentence comprehension accuracy, suggesting that grammatical aspects of verbs play a crucial role in their verb comprehension difficulty. Although we studied only a small number of patients with semantic dementia (SD, n = 4), we observed significant verb comprehension difficulty that was minimally influenced by executive resources and was unrelated to sentence comprehension. It is possible that impaired verb comprehension in SD is related in part to the degradation of semantic feature knowledge.